
Pilot Coffee can be brewed in any way you like. Our goal is to roast in a way that best  
enhances the inherent flavours of the coffee. These parameters are what we believe best  

suit this coffee. For more information visit our website pilotcoffeeroasters.com

ROAST AGTRON:

VARIETAL:

COFFEE:

FARM:

REGION / COUNTRY:

ALTITUDE:

PREF. BREW METHOD:

PRODUCER:

PROCESS:

COFFEE PROFILE

Single Origin

Ana Sora

Guji, Sidama, Ethiopia

1950m

Espresso

Esrael Degefa

Natural

86

Heirloom

EXT. YIELD: 21.1%

IMMERSION BREWING PARAMETERS

Immersion brewing with Ana Sora enhances its creamy body,  
and produces a well rounded cup with a fruity finish. 

BREW RATIO:

FRENCH PRESS  |  AEROPRESS  |  CLEVER DRIPPER

1/17 WATER TEMP.: 200f

ETHIOPIA

ANA SORA
strawberry
cacao pod &

syrupy

EXT. YIELD: 18.14%

DRIP BREWING PARAMETERS

Drip brewing with Ana Sora can achieve a very well balanced cup.  
It features a fruit forward profile with a medium to low acidity, and 
a smooth body with a lingering juicy finish. The flavours the natural 

process imparts into the coffee are noticeable, but not overpowering.

BREW RATIO:

CHEMEX  |  POUROVER  |  BATCH BREWING

1/16.1 WATER TEMP.: 200f

WET WEIGHT:

EXT. YIELD: 20.75%

36g

ESPRESSO PARAMETERS

Ana Sora makes an exceptional espresso. Strawberry is the dominant 
flavour here, with a creamy body and smooth finish. For our fruitiest 

coffee, it has a relatively low acidity, and an incredible depth of flavour  
as an espresso. This also makes it well-suited to milk drinks.

DRY WEIGHT:

DURATION: 26sec

17.8g WATER TEMP.:

REST PERIOD: 8 Days

200f

This is by far the most talked about coffee  
on our offering, and for good reason. Ana Sora 
exemplifies what an exceptional natural coffee  
can be: a coffee that is so packed with intense 
sweetness and full-on fruit flavour that it no  
longer seems like just a coffee, but a gateway  
drug into specialty coffee itself.

This year, Esrael Degefa has dialed up the  
intensity of the natural process, bringing the  
coffee into even more dangerous territory, where 
going too far risks ruining the entire lot, but if  
done right (as he has here) can coax out even  
more sugar and syrupy sweetness.


